To Whom It May Concern:

This letter establishes the conditions under which Silicon Graphics, Inc. ("SGI") provides to the High-Performance Parallel Interface ("HIPPI") Networking Forum committee ("Committee") a royalty-free, non-exclusive right to copy, sublicense and redistribute to any third party the HIPPI Application Programming Interface ("the API"), attached herein as Appendix A, "as is" or as an open standard, generally available as a fee-free standard. The conditions are as follows:

1. No Requirement to Affix SGI Copyright Notice. The HIPPI Committee, or any third-party to whom the HIPPI Committee licenses the API, is not required to include a copyright notice acknowledging any SGI copyright in the API.

2. Neither the HIPPI Committee, nor any sublicensee, shall use the name of SGI in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the API without specific, prior written permission of SGI. The name of SGI shall not be used in any derived work.

3. Disclaimer. SGI does not represent nor warrant that the API being provided will conform in any material respect to any standard or usage. SGI shall have no liability for a claim, suit, or proceeding to the extent based on the use of the API. SGI does not represent or warrant that any use, copying, distribution or other exploitation of the API will be free from claims of infringement.

4. No Support: SGI shall have no obligation to provide any support, consulting, or other services to users of the API.

Sincerely,

David Orton, VP/General Manager of Advanced Systems Division, SGI

Rick Bahr, Director of Engineering of Advanced Systems Division, SGI

Ross Bott, VP/General Manager of Network Systems Division, SGI